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Doran Design is an established,  
multi-disciplined and creative design consultancy

We specialise in exhibition stand design (interior/exterior), three dimensional displays,  
corporate interiors, event staging, and signage design. We also have vast experience  

in most types of graphic design work including corporate identity and branding. 

Tel/Fax: 01626 333100   
email: tracey@dorandesign.co.uk

Latest News 
Client: MSM Risk Management – Airmic 2012
We were brought in by project leaders, Dandelion Clock Exhibitions, sister company to  
The Olden Group – a North Devon Design, Marketing and PR company, and asked for creative 
concepts. The project was a stand for Exeter based, MSM Risk Management, at the Airmic 
annual conference to promote their new ‘Risk Solved’ product.

Taking ‘Solved’ as the lead, we started looking at puzzles, but finally settled on a ‘Rubik’s Cube’ 
theme. This was the clients first venture into a ‘space-only’ stand, so the budget was tentative,  
we put all the effort into a corner feature (as you will see in the photo) and kept the rest of  
the stand simple. Fortunately the client came on board with the concept from the beginning  
and even found the budget for a few extra’s. Dandelion Clock worked on these, including a 
competition to win ‘Risk Free’ indoor skydiving. Data capture was achieved with a champion 
‘Rubik’s Cuber’ working the aisles with invitations to the stand to enter the competition.  
There was, the usual computers, tablets and screens to demo the product. The client was  
happy with the way the stand worked and the number of visitors the competition attracted.  
The icing on the cake was that they also won ‘The Best Small Stand’ award!

This was the first project we have worked on since Doran Design also relocated to Devon this 
year. Winning an award on our first collaboration was quite an achievement. No guarantees,  
but one we hope to repeat.

We have always recognised the creativity of Doran Design and were delighted that this 
project, for a new client, came to fruition. Not only that, but to win the Best Small Stand 
Award for the overall delivery of a very creative stand in a small space, was a fantastic 
result. Doran Design brings a fresh and ‘out of the box’ thinking to exhibition stand design 
and we look forward to working on many more projects together in the future.

Caroline Bramwell – Managing Director, Dandelion Clock Exhibitions Ltd

For me the areas I was particularly pleased with were: your creative and imaginative 
approach, willingness to get the most out of the budget, ability to get things done –  
even things outside of your brief (your magic-wand waving!).

Clara Woood – Head of Marketing and Sales, MSM Risk Management Ltd
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